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The influence of the geomorphological factors on the relief
modelling within Eselnita hydrographic basin
Daniela Vlad
Raluca Alexandru
The influence of the geomorphological factors on the relief modelling within Eselnita
hydrographic basin. Developed on the south-eastern side of Almãjului Mountains, Eşelniţa
drainage basin neighbours upon the following basins: upon S – SV with Mala, upon SV - V
with Mraconia, upon V – NV with Berzasca, upon NV - NNE with Nera and on the NNE – SE
direction with Cerna. The basin has a surface of 77 km2 and present a 5th degree hydrographic
network according to Horton-Strahler ranking system, tributary to Danube by means of
Eşelniţa main collector. Developed in a mountain landscape, the basin presents different
levels held between minimum altitude of 64 m at the confluence with the Danube and
maximum altitude of 1107 m, thus presenting a difference of 1043 m. Geological formations
within the basin belong predominant to the Danubian Domain, so in central and upper
courses, these are represented by a crystalline foundation and by magmatic rocks of intrusive
nature covered by very small areas of sediment located in the northwest (belong to the Lower
Jurassic) and in the south-eastern (belongs to the Upper Cretaceous) of the basin. But in the
lower course, there are both crystalline and the sedimentary formations, last being integrated
to Orşova depression and whose presence is related to the evolution of the Danube.
Morphometric indices of Eşelniţa basin allows the distinction of a higher sector, mountainous
terrain with high energy under a relatively increased fragmentation and depression sector
with low relief energy and also with an intense fragmentation of the existing sedimentary
rocks wich favors erosion manifestation in the context of deforestation action.
Key words: factors, relief, declivity, slopes, modeling.
Influenta factorilor geomorfologici asupra modelarii reliefului din bazinul hidrografic
Eşelniţa. Dezvoltat pe versantul sud-estic al Munţilor Almãjului, bazinul hidrografic Eşelniţa
se învecineaza cu urmatoarele bazine: la S – SV cu Mala, la SV – V cu Mraconia, la V - NV cu
Berzasca, la NV – NNE cu Nera iar pe directia NNE – SE cu Cerna. Conform sistemului de
ierarhizare Horton – Strahler, ordinul bazinului Eşelniţa este de 5, prezentând o reţea
hidrografică tributară Dunării prin colectorul principal cu acelaşi nume. Dezvoltat într-un
peisaj montan, bazinul prezintã o diferenţã de nivel cuprinsã între altitudinea minimã de 64 m
localizatã la confluenţa cu Dunãrea şi altitudinea maximã de 1107 m, prezentând astfel o
diferenţã de nivel de 1043 m. Formaţiunile geologice din cadrul bazinului aparţin
predominant Domeniului Danubian, astfel cã în cursurile superior şi central, acestea sînt
reprezentate de un fundament alcãtuit din şisturi cristaline şi roci magmatice de naturã
intrusivã acoperite de areale foarte restranse de sedimentar localizate în nord-vestul ( aparţin
jurasicului inferior J1) şi în sud-estul (cretacic superior C3) bazinului. În cursul inferior, se
aflã atât şisturi cristaline cât şi depozite sedimentare ale cãror suprafeţe sînt semnificativ mai
mari decât în restul bazinului. Indicii morfometrici ai bazinului Eşelniţa permit deosebirea
unui sector mai înalt, muntos, cu energie de relief mare, în condiţiile unei fragmentări relativ
accentuate şi a unui sector depresionar cu o energie de relief redusã şi de asemenea cu o
fragmentare intensa pe fondul existenţei rocilor sedimentare care favorizeazã manifestarea
proceselor de eroziune în contextul acţiunii de defrişare.
Cuvinte cheie: factori, relief, declivitate, versanţi, modelare.
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1. GENERAL ASPECTS
Eşelniţa drainage basin (Figure 1, Photo 1) collects its water from a reception
area of 77 square km by means of omonymous main collector arising from Almãjului
Mountains, below Svinecea Mare peak, at an altitude of 1080 m. After the length of a
main water course of 26 km at the confluence of Eşelniţa river with Danube, there is a
gulf where in accumulation processes act as a result of increasing of basis level.
The change of the initial basis level has occurred as a result of forming the Iron
Gates storage lake [1], so that the altitude of the river mouth of Eşelniţa river is 64 m,
in accordance with the normal level of lake’s retention.
As a result of mechanical treatment of water at hydroelectric, the altitude from
the river mouth of Eşelniţa river, may vary, although in general is within the range of
63 – 68 m.
The basin present a 5th degree hydrographic network according to HortonStrahler ranking system, tributary to Danube by means of Eşelniţa main collector.
Developed

under a mountain relief, the basin presents a multistage

arrangement between the maximum altitude of 1107 m and the minimal altitude of 64
m, at the confluence with Danube, therefore having a level difference of 1043 m. The
value of the level difference between the spring, located at 1080 m and the river
mouth located at 64 m, is 1016 m.
The geological components within Eşelniţa basin belong to Danube Field,
having a crystalline bed consisting in crystalline schist represented by crystalline of
Poiana Mraconiei, crystalline of Neamţu and crystalline of Corbu, eruptive rocks
represented by two granitoidic massifs with intrusive character, inferior Paleozoic
age: granite body of Cherbelezu having a northern development within the basin and
granite body of Ogradena [2]. The sedimentation formations arranged on the
crystalline bed do not cover a major surface, as in the north-western area of the basin
there may be found formations belonging to inferior Jurassic

(conglomerates,

sandstones, argillaceous schist and coals) and in southern area of the basin there are
major sedimentary deposits belonging to Neogene (marl, gravel, organogene
limestone) and Quaternary (gravel and sands).
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Figure 1. Eşelniţa hydrographic basin (Data source: Digital elevation model)

Photo 1. Aspect from the lower course of Eşelniţa basin (Author: Daniela Vlad, May 2012)
[104]
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2. GEOMORPHOLOGICAL FACTORS WITH ROLE IN SHAPING THE RELIEF
Relief
By its morphometric characteristics, relief is a support of the current modeling
processes. Morphometric parameters such as form slopes, altitude, density
fragmentation, relief energy, slopes and slopes exposition determine decrease or on
the contrary, water flow intensification on the slopes, actions carried out under the
erosion of soil particles or rocks by infiltration [3].
Being a mountain basin, the relief of Eşelniţa have optimal conditions for
expression of erosion, especially on the increased slopes and high relief energy that
vegetation is less compact or eliminated from deforestation. Eşelniţa relief within the
basin covers a difference of 1043 m, point of maximum altitude is of 1107 m , located
in the north, on the watershed, in the area of the origin and the minimum altitude of
64 m, is identify in the lower of the omonymous river valley. By the analysis of the
hypsometric map can be seen that the basin Eşelniţa unfolds in five stages of relief
with variable proportions:
Level located below 100 m (charge 2% of the basin), is identify in the lower
basin, in the meadow near the isle formed after Eşelniţa river collect Criviţa tributary
until it flows into the Danube.
Level of 100-300 m (17%), well developed in the lower course where appears
under tentacular form on the tributary valleys Criviţa and Focoanele. This step is less
shaped in the middle course where it can be seen just on Cusa valley but also on
Eşelniţa valley until to Ogaşu Teiului Mic.
Level of 300-600 m (35%), extends in all three courses of the basin but has a
broader development in central and lower classes. At this stage takes place Cãpãţâna
peak and part of Micşanovãt peak parallel with Criviţa valley. Of valleys, portions of
their more or less contained within this stage, are: Ogaşu Fântâna Rece, V. Cusa, Og.
Neamţului, Og. Teiului Mare , Pârâu Predelu Mic, P. Predelu Mare, Cireşului, Og. Priboi
and tentacular accompany Frasinului valley, Vulpea Mare and Vulpea Micã valleys
and Cherbelez valley.
Level of 600-900 m has the largest share of catchment area (41%) and occurs
in all sectors but a significant extension registers in the middle and upper course
which are included most of the Frasinului and Cherbelezu valleys.
Level of 900 m is the last stage of the basin hypsometric Eşelniţa located in the
upper course distinguished by reduced weight (5%), by having the highest point of
1107 m altitude and the fact that there in lies the origin of Eşelnia river.
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In terms of altitude, Eşelniţa catchment areas is analyzed for its distribution on
the stage elevation.To achieve the analysis is necessary to calculate the corresponding
surface elevation steps set down to a range of 100 m between the contour lines.
Further, the values obtained (km) is represented in a system of rectangular axes in
which on the abscissa are passed the surfaces values and on the orderded the
altitudes (m). Hipsografic curve resulting from the representation of the contour
surfaces cumulated from highest to lowest altitudes. Based on this representation
can find wich is the area of the basin located above a certain quota [4].
Hipsografic curve obtained has a higher slope at the top (Figure 2), where the
defined areas are small and characterized by marked elevations in the range 970 1070 where over 1070 m are the lowest in the area. Then follows a development of
the curve as a uniform slope from 970 m to 870 m range then begin to decrease until
the minimum located at an altitude below 70 m, forming a bottom facing upward
convexity, which shows a proportional decrease of the partial surfaces as the altitude
decreases. Altitude lead to an increase or decrease of the potential energy of water
moving on the slopes and therefore erosion impact depends on this feature. Although
not directly influence, the elevation relief is a very important morphometric element
in modeling wich lead to a natural setting of the climate and vegetation.

Figure 2. The hipsografic curve of the Eşelniţa basin and
the basin surface distribution on the steps of elevation
(Date source: Topographic map, 1977)

[106]
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Slopes shape
By analyzing this parameter is identify slopes whose profile can vary even
within the same slope. “Generalized, the slopes present both simple aspect - convex or
concave right and an infinity of complex shapes based on lithology and structure, the
specific modeling and stage of evolution of the landscape” [5].
Water runoff on the slopes with a straight profile of the Eşelniţa basin results
in accelerated erosion, soil particles being transported or fragments of rock which in
time creates forms of erosion in deep as ravines and gullys. Convex slopes are most
vulnerable to erosion and gravitational processes while concave slopes record a
reduced risk as to achieve balance profile [6]. Since the upper convex slopes, water
flow speed is accelerated due to the shape while the concave slopes, speed is widening
its movement towards the middle slope and thus has no time to erosion, arriving too
quickly to the slope base. Dynamic slope processes are contingent on both the shape
and tilt of the slope, being active due to a favorable geological event such a
constitution.
Slope length
It runs from the watershed to the slopes base and its influence on the water
flow is eloquent especially during heavy rain when “the same slope, lengthening the
route of drainage of surface water determine flow increases and intensification of
erosion” [5]. According V. Tufescu [7] is expected that at an increase of the slope
length of 2 times, erosion will increase by 3.03 times. As water flow on slopes, and
increase speed and ability to transport it, being trained in its motion to the slopes
base, a quantity of eroded material increasingly higher.
Drainage relief
Is the expression difference of altitude between the lowest level, respectively
the valleys bed and the highest level, namely the peaks of a complex. The higher the
altitude difference is, the greater the degree of inclination of the slope and length and
thus will risk triggering erosion and gravitational processes [8]. Energy relief values
vary in Eşelniţa basin from the minimum interval of less than 100 m/km and a
maximum of over 300 m/kmp (Figure 3).
The analysis of drainage density map shows that most of the basin (37%),
register values contained in the interval of 200-300 m/sq km, followed by interval of
100-200 m/sq km and that of over 300 m/sq km, both being equal in terms of the
share of catchment area (31%).
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Figure 3. Fragmentation depth map
(Data source: Topographic map, 1977)
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Unlike other areas related to intervals, the interval of 200-300 m/sq appear as
smaller areas in size but spread over the entire basin, being present in all three
courses. Values range from 100 to 200 m/sq km, has well-defined areas in the lower
and the upper course while those of over 300 m/sq km is located in the central and
lower courses. An insignificant percentage of basin area is owned by the range below
100 m/sq km whose areas showing very small extension located on the watershed
basin. Lithological influence on the drainage depth is more than evident across the
Eşelniţa basin. Thus, on the sedimentary rocks of the lower course of Eşelniţa, in the
south, is the smallest amount of fragmentation depth of 18 m/sq km. Instead, on
resistant rocks at erosion such those of crystalline nature, torrential processes are
reduced, so that values above 300 m/km are recorded in all three sectors of the basin
but well defined areas are located in the middle and the lower courses. As the
amplitude of the drainage depth is higher the greater is the energy-gravitational
potential and intensity of erosion processes is illustrated.
Drainage density
Is a parameter indicating the hydrographic network density in relation to the
area occupied by slopes. At high values of drainage so when there a dense network of
valleys and narrow interfluves, there is a large extension of surface slopes with
potential for triggering slope processes [9]. Processes acting on the slopes of the
Eşelniţa basin are represented by erosion processes through surface washing, runoff
water, but also those of gravitational processes as rolling, collapses, landslides. The
largest share of catchment area belongs to density with values contained in the range
of 5-6 km / km, mean in a proportion of 28% the basin has an above average potential
for the development of modeling processes (Figure 4). Other intervals with high
values but with a lower proportion in the whole basin are: the range of 4-5 km/sq km
(16%), the range of 6-7 km/sq km (19%), the range of 7-8 km/sq km (13%) and over
the 8 km / sq km (9%).
Adding the share of these intervals reveal that 85% of the basin generally
shows higher densities indicating large share of current process modeling at slopes
but also at the water courses.
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Figure 4. Drainage density (Data source: Topographic map, 1977)

Slopes declivity
The analysis of slopes within Eşelniţa basin (Figure 5) illustrates
predominance generally of inclined surfaces,areas that have an
[110]
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morphodynamic potentially. Causes that determine differences in slopes are varied
structure, lithology (rock hard and soft) also fluvial erosion [10].
It finds a connection between drainage density and drainage relief on gradient
slopes so due to their high values it is estimated an increase of the slopes inclination
wich favors the increase speed drainage on it. So, depending on the value of slope,
water in its movement on the slopes will either infiltrate or it will leak to the surface
favoring erosion [11]. Most of the basin presents slopes in the range of 15-25˚ mean in
a rate of 40% slopes are medium and strong tilted type, being exposed to high erosion
risk according to the classification of Moţoc et al. [6] (Table 1). Slopes with a declivity
developed in the intervals of 25-35 ˚ and over 35 ˚ presents a strong to highly
inclination with the manifestation of excessive erosion. Instead at slopes whose
inclination is in intervals of 0-7˚ and 7-15 ˚ there is a low risk of erosion to increased
and high under the presence of slopes ranging from almost horizontal to slightly
inclined.
Table 1. The slopes exposure to erosion depending the inclination and gradient

Slope %

Slope inclination

Type of erosion
Low risk of erosion

a

b

0-5

0-2

Practically horizontal

2-5

Extremely low angled

5-8

Weakly inclined

Increased risk of erosion

8-12

Weak

High risk of erosion

12-18

Middle inclined

Very high risk of erosion

18-25

Strongly inclined

Extremely high risk of erosion

25-35

Very strongly inclined

35-50

Extremely strong inclined

5-12
12-25
25-50

Data source: Processing after Moţoc et al., 1975

Excessive erosion
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Figure 5. Slopes declivity map (Data source: Digital elevation model)
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Slopes exposition
Represents an important indicator in current modeling of the slopes within the
Eşelniţa basin.Through solar and caloric radiation, southern slopes predominantly
oriented are exposed to more disagregation and alteration processes compared to
those oriented towards the north.
In the winter season, on southern slopes, snowmelt occurs rapidly and in the
summer season they heat up very quickly and thus they easily lose water reserve. In
conclusion, the southern slopes presents a hot and dry topoclimate, being exposed to
such intense processes of disagregation and alteration, so the event of a strong
degradation, sometimes with a movement of materials on the slopes and submission
them to the base of slopes under screes form [11].
Southern exposition of slopes within Eşelniţa basin have a share of 15%,
showing them a more intense morphodynamic from other expositions, especially to
the north, northwest, west, south-west or north-east. On the southern slopes, more
exposed to solar radiation, snowmelt will occur more quickly and therefore will be
more abundant flow of water. The south-east and south slopes also presents a
dynamic active processes.
3. CONCLUSION
Under

the

aspect

of

influence

exerted

by

morphogenetic

factors

geomorphological processes with the role of modeling slopes within the basin are
distinguished mainly by all types of erosion, from incipient to advanced forms such as
linear and areolar erosion to gravity type of collapses, slumping, rolling and landslides
but with a reduced spread.
The landscape is constituted both as support and as a triggering factor and
manifestation of geomorphological processes in terms of its characteristics such as
altitude, slopes shape and length, declivity, in the context of vegetation with cleared
areas and a temperate continental climate with mediterranean nuances where its
specific climate elements print a certain pattern of development processes. It adds the
exhibition influence on relief modeling by emphasizing disagregation and alteration
processes and drainage depth and drainage density whose values indicate higher risk
of triggering erosion and gravitational processes.
Morphometric indices of Eşelniţa basin allows the distinction of a higher sector,
mountainous terrain with high energy under a relatively increased fragmentation and
depression sector with low relief energy and also with an intense fragmentation of the
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existing sedimentary rocks wich favors erosion manifestation in the context of
deforestation action.
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